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Historical background

The Tamil writing system, called tamiz ezuttu 'Tamil letter', derives from the south-

em branch of Asholcan Brahmi. Its immediate predecessor, Grantha script, serves as

the basis for the Tamil and Malayalam writing systems. Traditionally written with a

stylus on palm leaves, tamiz ezuttu evolved from angular to cursive characters, as an-

gular strokes tend to rip leaves. Later, tamiz ezuttu was engraved in stone and on cop-

per plates. While no traditional texts treat Tamil orthography, the earliest grammar,

tolkdppiyam, contains sutras that describe operations, not on sounds, but on the

graphs representing them.

Printing arrivedi with Europeans, who adapted the handwritten script to movable

type. European typography may have stimulated the linearization (see below) of

tamiz ezuttu.

Description

Tamil is written alphasyllabically (section 31). Virtually unique within Indie

scripts, tamiz ezuttu has evolved toward an alphabet in one respect: it has eliminated

most conjuncts, placing consonant clusters in a linear string. Some conjuncts remain

in older official documents.

Vowel symbols (table 39.1) have two basic allographs, initials and noninitials.

Initials represent initial vowels and "overlong" vowels (e.g. initial ® / in ©[b^ inta

'this' and Qujg^uj periiiya 'reeeally big'). In premodern orthography, initials ap-

pear at the beginning of metrical groups; in modem orthography, influenced by Eu-

ropean practice, at the beginning of words. The noninitials appear elsewhere, viz. in

combination with consonant graphs, e.g. noninitial / -^ in £\6^ kili 'parrot'. Excep-

tions to this linearization process are the graphs n e, o e, s ai, ^ o, ^ 3, and ^sn

au. The first three precede consonants, reversing phonemic order (e.g. Qd^ e+k, for

phonemic ke)\ the last three are represented by "circumgraphs" around the consonant

symbol (e.g. u p + Q-rr o = Qurr po).

Each basic consonant graph (table 39.2) includes the "inherent" vowel a, e.g.,

(35 is pronounced ka. Consonant graphs are phonemic, not phonetic: for example, <s

may represent [ka], [ga], or [ha], depending on distribution (see Asher 1985). (How-
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SECTION 39: TAMIL WRITING

TABLE 39.1: Vowel Graphs

Initial
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TABLE 39.2: Consonant Graphs

Basic Form



1. Tamil:

2. Tranliteration:

J. Transcription:

4. Gloss:

Sample of Tamil

aHrrinyici) rbrrigiiiajm urrinjl f^SJT UDasJT

ciml namin pam nin makan

tfittil nAttu:r\. pAtti nin niAyAn

small.house pillar leaning your son

1. LU rr 6am©en S(^ sieor QS\g5\<5i\^ sisjr ldc^sot

2. yantulano ena vinavuti en makan

5. ja:r\(lm|Anoi enA mnAou9i en niAyAn

4. where.is.he that you.ask my son

/. LuneomSi ^.snedr ^ullt^ii] ^nyiSLUfiJr f^x^LO

2. yantu ulan ayinum ariyen orum

J. jaiiij^m u[An aijinmm Arijein oirmm

4. where he.is that I.don't.know once

/.
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